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Abstract
A free binoid ∗(◦; •) over a 2nite alphabet  is a free algebra generated by  with two
independent associative operators, ◦ and •. It has also the same identity  to both operations. Any
element of ∗(◦; •) is denoted uniquely by a sequence of symbols from the extended alphabet
E() =  ∪ {◦; •; (; )}, and any subset of a free binoid is called a binoid language. The set
of regular binoid expressions are introduced so that all languages denoted by regular binoid
expressions are those which contain 2nite binoid languages, and closed under 2ve operations,
∪; ◦-concatenation, •-concatenation, ◦-closure and •-closure. It is shown that for any regular
(monoid) expression denoting a binoid language R, there exists a regular binoid expression
denoting R. This result together with the main result in a previous paper implies that the class
of binoid languages denoted by binoid regular expressions is the same as the class of binoid
languages denoted by regular expressions over free binoids.
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1. Introduction
Classic formal language theory [4], concerns grammars generating languages (which
are subsets of free monoids) and automata accepting languages. In [6], we introduce
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three new algebraic systems, bisemigroup, bimonoid and binoid. A bisemigroup consists
of a set of elements and two associative operations. A bimonoid is a bisemigroup which
has an identity to each associative operation. A binoid is a bimonoid which has the
same identity to the two associative operations.
For any 2nite alphabet , we de2ne the free binoid ∗(◦; •) generated by  which is
a free algebra with two independent associative operations ◦ and •, and the same iden-
tity  to both operations. Any element of ∗(◦; •) is denoted uniquely by its standard
form which is a sequence of symbols from the extended alphabet E()=∪{◦; •; (; )}.
We identify any element of ∗(◦; •) with its standard form. We call any subset of a
free binoid a binoid language (or simply a B-language). Sometimes any subset of a
free monoid will be called a monoid language. We say that an automaton A accepts
a B-language L in the free binoid mode if when the standard representation of any
element of the free binoid is given as an input, A can decide whether or not the
element belongs to L. Similarly we say that A accepts L in the free monoid mode
if when any sequence of symbols over the extended alphabet ∪{◦; •; (; )} is given
as an input, A can decide whether or not the sequence is the standard form of some
element of L. We remark that in a free binoid, we have two operations, and so we use
parentheses (and) for representing elements of binoids generally.
In [6], as for the Chomsky hierarchy, we introduce 2ve types of grammars, phrase
structure B-grammars (a B-grammar means a binoid grammar), context sensitive B-
grammars, context free B-grammars, right linear B-grammars and left linear B-gram-
mars. It will be interesting if we can develop theory concerning 2nite automata and
regular expressions over free binoids. In [8], the notion of regular binoid expressions
(regular B-expressions) is introduced. As like regular (monoid) expressions, the class
of regular B-expressions is the closure of ∪{; } under the operational symbols,
∪ (union), ◦ (◦-concatenation), • ( •-concatenation), ∗(◦) (closure under ◦) and ∗(•)
(closure under •).
For any regular B-expression E, the language denoted by E is a B-language. In [8], it
is shown that the language ‖E‖ denoted by any regular B-expression E can be denoted
by a regular (monoid) expression over the extended alphabet E()=∪{◦; •; (; )} so
that ‖E‖ can be regarded as a regular language over the extended alphabet, E(), and
thus ‖E‖ can be accepted by a 2nite automaton in the free monoid mode. In this paper,
we shall show that the converse is also true: any binoid language denoted by a regular
expression over E() can be denoted by a regular B-expression. The motivation of this
study is to 2nd new possibilities for improving descriptive systems, and to study new
types of algebraic systems, bisemigroups, bimonoids and binoids. In [7], we introduce
two families of 2nite codes, ◦-codes and •-codes, and show that when given any 2nite
subset {w1; : : : ; wn} of +(◦; •) and ×∈{◦; •}, one can eCectively decide whether or
not {w1; : : : ; wn} is a ×-code.
Garg and Ragunath [2] introduce the notion of concurrent regular expressions and
show that these expressions are suEcient tools for characterizing Petri net languages (or
Petri nets). Hoogeboom and ten Pas [9] study the family of context-free sets of texts.
Bloom and Esik [1] study free shuHe algebras in which in addition to associative laws,
two distributive laws hold. (The notion of bimonoid there is a little diCerent from the
notion of bimonoid in our theory). Lodaya and Weil [10] study series-parallel languages
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which are introduced for describing sequential and concurrent operations. The world
of each class of these languages will be extended beyond the world of 2nite automata.
One may say that the world of binoid regular expressions is “equivalent” to the world
of 2nite automata in the scope of free binoids. In our theory, any element of a free
binoid is represented by its standard form, and thus a binoid language over a 2nite
alphabet  is just a set of words (with “regular form”) over the extended alphabet
∪{◦; •; (; )}. Thus our theory is algebraic and syntactic. In processing regular binoid
expressions, 2nite automata are suEcient machines.
This paper consists of four sections. In Section 2, we present de2nitions on bisemi-
groups, bimonids and binoids. In Section 3, we present de2nitions of regular B-
expressions (binoid expressions), and regular B-languages denoted by regular B-expre-
ssions. We also recall some well known results on regular (monoid) expressions. The
main goal of this section (also of this paper) is Theorem 3.2 whic h states that any
B-language denoted by a regular (monoid) expression can be denoted by a regular
B-expression. In Section 4, we present a short conclusion.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we shall present basic de2nitions about bisemigroups, bimonoids,
binoids and B-languages. Let  be a nonempty 2nite alphabet. The free monoid gen-
erated by  is denoted by ∗. For any word w∈∗, |w| denotes the length of w. The
empty word will be denoted by . The empty set will be denoted by . Throughout
the paper, we assume that two special symbols, ◦ and •, are not contained in any
2nite alphabet  which we concern. These two symbols will be used to denote two
associative operators in any bisemigroup, any bimonoid or (mainly any free) binoid.
Similarly we assume that {(; )} ∩ =.
Now we shall de2ne bisemigroups, bimonoids and binoids.
Denition 2.1. Over a nonempty set X , if there exist two binary operations ◦; • which
satisfy the following associative laws,
for all x; y; z ∈ X; (x ◦ y) ◦ z = x ◦ (y ◦ z); (x • y) • z = x • (y • z)
then the triple (X; ◦; •) is a bisemigroup. If the context is clear, then X will be called
a bisemigroup.
Denition 2.2. Let (X; ◦; •) be a bisemigroup. For ∈{◦; •}, if 1 is the identity of
the semigroup (X; ), then 1 is the -identity of (X; ◦; •). When 1◦=1•, we call 1◦
simply the identity of (X; ◦; •).
Denition 2.3. If a bisemigroup (X; ◦; •) has the ◦-identity and the •-identity, then
(X; ◦; •) is a bimonoid. When the ◦-identity and the •-identity are the same, (X; ◦; •)
is a binoid.
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For the precise de2nitions of the free bisemigroup, +(◦; •), and the free binoid,
∗(◦; •), generated by a 2nite alphabet , refer to [6].
Any element of a free binoid ∗(◦; •) will be denoted by its standard form which is a
sequence of symbols from the extended alphabet E()=∪{◦; •; (; )} (and the shortest
one in a sense). The identity will be denoted by  which corresponds to the empty string
in free monoids. For example, let = {a; b}. Then ∗(◦; •) contains such elements,
; a; b; a ◦ a; a ◦ b; b ◦ a; b ◦ b; a•a; a•b; b•a; b•b; a ◦ a ◦ a; : : : ; (a ◦ a)•a; (a ◦ a)•b; : : :, etc.,
and a ◦ (a ◦ b) etc., are not contained in ∗(◦; •) because a ◦ (a ◦ b) is not ”shortest”:
a ◦ a ◦ b is the shortest one. For more details, refer to [6]. The standard form of any
element w of a free binoid will be called the s-form, and denoted by S(w).
In the rest of this paper,  is a 2nite nonempty alphabet, and ∗(◦; •) is the free
binoid generated by  with two operators ◦ and •. In the sequel, we shall identify any
element of a free binoid with its standard form (a sequence of symbols).
Denition 2.4. Any subset of ∗(◦; •) is a B-language (a binoid language).
Denition 2.5. For any w∈∗(◦; •), the main operator of w is denoted by mo(w), and
de2ned inductively as follows.
(1) If w=  or w∈, then mo(w)=.
(2) If w= u ◦ v, then mo(w)= ◦ (u; v∈+(◦; •)).
(3) If w= u • v, then mo(w)= • (u; v∈+(◦; •)).
3. Regular binoid expressions and regular expressions
In this section, we shall present several de2nitions, and the main theorem
(Theorem 3.2) stating that any binoid language denoted by a regular expression can be
denoted by a regular binoid expression (a regular B-expression). We shall 2rst recall
some well known results about regular expressions. Let E() (= ∪{◦; •; (; )}) and
E′() (= ∪{◦; •; (; ); [; ]} be two extended alphabets which we need in this section.
3.1. Regular expressions
Denition 3.1. The set of regular expressions over E() will be denoted by RE(E()),
and de2ned inductively as follows.
(1) ; ; a∈RE(E()), where a∈E().
(2) ; ∈RE(E())⇒ [ · ]∈RE(E()), [∪ ]∈RE(E()), and ∗ ∈RE(E()).
Remark 3.1. Generally a regular expression over E() is de2ned as a sequence of sym-
bols from E()∪{∪; ·; ∗; (; )}. Because we use parenthesis (and) for denoting elements
of ∗(◦; •), in the above de2nition, we employ [and] instead of (and), respectively.
Denition 3.2. De2ne the following three operations on the languages over E(). Let
L1; L2⊆E()∗.
(1) L1 · L2 = {xy | x∈L1andy∈L2}.
(2) L1 ∪L2 = {x | x∈L1orx∈L2}.
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(3) L∗1 =
⋃∞
n=0 L
n
1, where for n¿0, L
n
1 is de2ned inductively by: (i) L
0
1 = {} and (ii)
Ln+11 =L
n
1 · L1.
Denition 3.3. The language |||||| denoted by a regular expression  over E() is
de2ned inductively as follows.
(1) ||||||=, ||||||= {}, and |||a|||= {a} for a∈E().
(2) For ; ∈RE(), |||[ ·]|||= |||||| · ||||||, |||[∪ ]|||= |||||| ∪ ||||||, and |||∗|||
= ||||||∗.
Remark 3.2. In a regular expression , unnecessary parentheses will be deleted of-
ten. For example, for = {a; b}, instead of = [[[a · b] · a]∪ [b · [b · a]]], we write
= aba∪ bba.
Denition 3.4. The star height sh() of a regular expression  over E() is de2ned
inductively as follows.
(1) For a∈E(); ; , sh(a)= sh()= sh()= 0.
(2) For ; ∈RE(E()), sh(·)=sh(∪)=max{sh(); sh()} and sh(∗)=sh()+1.
Denition 3.5. The star height sh(L) of a regular language L over E() is de2ned by:
sh(L) = min{sh(E) |E ∈ RE(E()) and |||E||| = L}
Denition 3.6. The set PSRE(E()) of regular expressions in proper string form over
E(), and the set SRE(E()) of regular expressions in string form over E() are
de2ned inductively as follows.
(1) ; ; a∈PSRE(E()) ∩ SRE(E()) for a∈E().
(2) ; ∈PSRE(E())− {; }⇒ [ · ]∈PSRE(E()) ∩ SRE(E()).
(3) 1; : : : ; n ∈PSRE(E())− {} (n¿2)⇒ [1 ∪ · · · ∪ n]∈ SRE(E()).
(4) ∈ SRE(E())− {; }⇒ ∗ ∈PSRE(E()) ∩ SRE(E()).
Example 3.1. Let E= [0∪ 1][[0∪ 1]00∪ 1]∗ and E′=0[000∪ 100∪ 1]∗ ∪ 1[000∪
100∪ 1]∗. Then E is not in string form, but E′ is in string form, and |||E|||= |||E′|||
and h(E)= h(E′).
The following proposition is well known.
Proposition 3.1. For any regular expression E, one can e5ectively construct a regular
expression E′ in string form such that |||E′|||= |||E||| and sh(E′)= sh(E).
Denition 3.7. For any regular expression E in string form, de2ne the set (E) of
maximal word subexpressions of E inductively as follows.
(1) If sh(E)= 0, then (E)= |||E|||.
(2) If sh(E)¿0 and for m¿1, wi ∈E()∗ and regular expressions Hj (16i6m +
1; 16j6m), E is of the form E=w1H∗1 · · ·wmH∗mwm+1, then
(E) = {wi | i = 1; : : : ; m+ 1} ∪ (H1) ∪ · · · ∪ (Hm):
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(3) If for some regular expressions E1 and E2 in string form, E=E1 ∪E2, then (E)=
(E1)∪ (E2).
Example 3.2. Let E=10∪ 11[1∪ 01]∗1. Then (E)= {10; 11; 1; 01}.
Denition 3.8. For any regular expression E in string form, de2ne $(E) by:
$(E) = max{|w| |w ∈ (E)}
Denition 3.9. Let ≡ denote the equivalence relation over regular expressions de2ned
as follows. For any regular expressions E1 and E2, (1) E1 ∪E2≡E2 ∪E1 and (2)
E1≡E1 ∪≡ E1≡E1.
Denition 3.10. Let k¿1 and E be a regular expression in string form such that
E≡F ∪G, where F is a 2nite (possibly empty) union of words, and G is a 2nite
(possibly empty) union of “word-star sequences” (i.e., a word-star sequence is of the
form, S =w1H∗1 · · ·wpH∗pwp+1, p¿0, wi ∈E()∗ (i=1; : : : ; p + 1), and each |||Hj|||
contains at least one nonempty word). Then if sh(E)= 0 (so that G is empty), then E
is said to be in k-form. For sh(E)¿0, E is said to be in k-form if for any w∈ (G),
|w|¿k.
The following theorem follows directly from Theorem 4.1 in [5].
Theorem 3.1. For any regular expression E in string form and any integer k¿1,
there exists a regular expression E′ such that |||E′|||= |||E|||, sh(E′)= sh(E) and E′
is in k-form.
3.2. Regular B-expressions and regular B-languages
In this subsection, as for (monoid) regular expressions, we shall present de2nitions of
regular B-expressions (binoid expressions) and regular B-languages denoted by regular
B-expressions. We need the notion of the height h(w) of any element w of a free
binoid. As in term rewriting systems (or see [3]), any nonempty element w of a free
binoid can be denoted by a labelled tree T where any leaf is labelled with some
a∈ and any other vertex is labelled with ◦ or •. The height of w is the height of
this tree, (For example, h()= h(a)= 0; h(a ◦ b ◦ a)= 1; h(a ◦ (a • b) ◦ a)= 2, etc, for
= {a; b}: for details, see below). The main result of [9] is that for any regular B-
expression , the language denoted by  can be generated by a right linear grammar
so that the language can be regarded as a regular (monoid) language over the alphabet
E()(= ∪{◦; •; (; )}).
Denition 3.11. The height h(w) of any w∈∗(◦; •) is de2ned inductively as follows.
(1) h()= h(a)= 0 for a∈.
(2) Let u; v∈+(◦; •) and {×;+}= {◦; •}.
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(2.1) If u; v∈, then h(u× v)= 1.
(2.2) If mo(u)=× and v∈, then h(u× v)= h(u).
(2.3) If u∈ and mo(v)=×, then h(u× v)= h(v).
(2.4) If mo(u)=+ and v∈, then h((u)× v)= h(u) + 1.
(2.5) If u∈ and mo(v)=+, then h(u× (v))= h(v) + 1.
(2.6) If mo(u)=× and mo(v)=×, then h(u× v)= max{h(u); h(v)}.
(2.7) If mo(u)=+ and mo(v)=×, then h((u)× v)= max{h(u) + 1; h(v)}.
(2.8) If mo(u)=× and mo(v)=+, then h(u× (v))= max{h(u); h(v) + 1}.
(2.9) If mo(u)=+ and mo(v)=+, then h((u)× (v))= max{h(u) + 1; h(v) + 1}.
Now we shall present the de2nitions of regular B-expressions and regular B-lang-
uages. We shall 2rst de2ne 2ve operations over subsets of ∗(◦; •).
Denition 3.12. De2ne 2ve operations, ◦; •; ∪ ; ∗(◦); ∗(•), over subsets of ∗(◦; •) as
follows. For A; B⊆∗(◦; •),
(1) A ◦B= {S(v ◦w) | v∈A; w∈B}.
(2) A • B= {S(v • w) | v∈A; w∈B}.
(3) A∪B= {v | v∈A or v∈B}.
(4) A∗(◦) = {}∪ {S(x1 ◦ x2 ◦ · · · ◦ xn) | n¿1 and xi ∈A (16i6n)}.
(5) A∗(•) = {}∪ {S(x1 • x2 • · · · • xn) | n¿1 and xi ∈A (16i6n)}.
Denition 3.13. The set of regular B-expressions BRE(; ◦; •)) over ∪{◦; •; (; )} is
de2ned inductively as follows.
(1) ; ; a∈BRE(; ◦; •) for a∈.
(2) ; ∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {; } and ×∈{◦; •}⇒ (× )∈BRE(; ◦; •).
(3) ; ∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {}⇒ (∪ )∈BRE(; ◦; •).
(4) ∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {; } and ×∈{◦; •}⇒ ∗(×) ∈BRE(; ◦; •).
Remark 3.3. For denoting regular B-expressions, we do not use [or]: we use (and).
Note that (and) are also used for denoting elements of ∗(◦; •), but from the context,
the meaning of (and) should be clear. We also note that in any regular B-expression ,
unnecessary parentheses (or) will be deleted often. For example, for = {a; b}, instead
of =((a ◦ b)∪ ((b • (a ◦ b))))∗(◦), we write (a ◦ b∪ b • (a ◦ b))∗(◦).
Denition 3.14. For a regular B-expression ∈BRE(; ◦; •), de2ne the language ‖‖
denoted by  (which will be called a regular B-language) inductively as follows.
(1) ‖‖=; ‖‖= {}; ‖a‖= {a} for a∈.
(2) For ; ∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {; } and ×∈{◦; •}, ‖(× )‖= ‖‖ × ‖‖.
(3) For ; ∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {}, ‖(∪ )‖= ‖‖∪ ‖‖.
(4) For ∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {; } and ×∈{◦; •}, ‖∗(×)‖= ‖‖∗(×).
Remark 3.4. To see the distinction between regular expressions and regular B-expre-
ssions, let = {a; b} and =((a ◦ b)∪ (a • b)) (or = [[a ◦ b]∪ [a • b]]). Let |||∗||| de-
note the regular (monoid) language (over the extended alphabet E() (=∪{◦; •; (; )})
denoted by the regular expression ∗. Then |||∗||| contains such words, ; a ◦ b;
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a • b; a ◦ ba ◦ b; a ◦ ba • b; a • ba • b; : : :, etc. while ‖∗(◦)‖ contains such words, ; a◦b;
a • b; a ◦ b◦ a ◦ b; a ◦ b ◦ (a • b); (a • b) ◦ a ◦ b; (a • b) ◦ (a • b); a ◦ b ◦ a ◦ b ◦ a ◦ b; a ◦ b ◦
a ◦ b ◦ (a • b), etc.
Denition 3.15. For a regular B-expression ∈BRE(; ◦; •), the height H () of  and
the height H (‖‖) of ‖‖ are de2ned as follows.
H () = H (‖‖) =
{
0 if  = 
max{h(w)|w ∈ ‖‖} otherwise
The following proposition is clear.
Proposition 3.2. For any ; ∈BRE(; ◦; •) − {; } and ×∈{◦; •}, (i) max{H ();
H ()}6H ( × )61 + max{H (); H ()}, (ii) H (∪ )= max{H (); H ()}, and
(iii) H ()6H (∗(×))61 + H ().
Denition 3.16. For any regular expression E over E() in string form, de2ne the
multi-set STS(E) of star subexpressions of E inductively as follows.
(1) STS(a)= STS()= STS()= for a∈E().
(2) For ; ∈ SRE(E()), STS( · )= STS(∪ )= STS()∪ STS() and STS(∗)=
{∗}∪ STS().
Remark 3.5. Note that in E, the same star subexpression H∗ may appear in many
places, and thus STS(E) is a multi-set. In the sequel, without mentioning the exact
place where H∗ exists in E, we shall develop arguments about any H∗ ∈ STS(E) with
implicit understanding where H∗ appears in E.
3.3. Regular B-languages and regular expressions
This subsection is the main part of this paper, and we shall prove the following
main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 3.2. For any regular expression E over E(), if |||E||| ⊆∗(◦; •), then there
exists a regular B-expression E′ over E() such that |||E|||= ‖E′‖.
To prove this theorem, we need many notions, propositions and lemmas. The fol-
lowing lemma can be proved easily by induction on the length of E.
Lemma 3.1. For any regular expression E over E(), if |||E|||⊆∗(◦; •) and sh(E)= 0,
then there exists a regular B-expression E′ over E() such that |||E|||= ‖E′‖.
Lemma 3.2. For any regular expression E over E(), if |||E||| ⊆∗(◦; •), then there
exists an integer k¿0 such that for any w∈ |||E|||, h(w)6k.
Proof. Assume that |||E||| ⊆∗(◦; •). There exists a 2nite automaton A= 〈Q;;
-; q0; F〉 accepting |||E||| in the free monoid mode. Assume that there does not exist an
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integer satisfying the condition. Put |Q|= n, where Q is the set of states. By the assump-
tion, there exists w∈ |||E||| such that h(w)¿n+ 2. This implies that w is of the form
w=w0(w1(w2 · · · (wn+1 where wi ∈E()∗ (06i6n + 1). Put pi = -(q0; w0(w1(w2 · · ·
(wi() (06i6n). Since |Q|= n, there exist 06i¡j6n such that pi =pj. Now put
w′=w0(w1(· · · (wi(wi+1(· · · (wj(wi+1(· · · (wj(wj+1(· · · (wn+1. Then -(q0; w′)=-(pi; wj+1
(· · · (wn+1)= -(q0; w)∈F . But the numbers of (and) in w′ are not the same. Thus
w′ =∈∗(◦; •). This is a contradiction to |||E||| ⊆∗(◦; •).
To prove the main theorem (Theorem 3.2), in the sequel, let E be any regular
expression over E() in the theorem such that |||E||| ⊆∗(◦; •). Due to Lemma 3.1, it
suEces to consider the case where sh(E)¿1. Let k¿1 be the smallest integer which
satis2es the condition in Lemma 3.2 for E. Due to Theorem 3.1, we shall assume
without loss of generality that E is in 3k-form.
Denition 3.17. For any w∈E()∗, de2ne the following (1)–(3).
(1) no(w; () denotes the number of (appearing in w.
(2) no(w; )) denotes the number of) appearing in w.
(3) di(w; (; ))= no(w; ()− no(w; )).
The following proposition follows easily by de2nition.
Proposition 3.3. For any w∈E()∗, the following (1)–(3) hold.
(1) If w∈∗(◦; •), then di(w; (; ))= 0.
(2) For H∗ ∈ STS(E), if w∈ |||H∗|||, then di(w; (; ))= 0.
(2) For x; y∈E()∗, if xy∈∗(◦; •), then di(x; (; ))¿0.
Lemma 3.3. Let H∗ ∈ STS(E). For any w∈ |||H∗||| − {}, for some ×∈{◦; •}, one
of the following (1)–(8) holds, where {×;+}= {◦; •}.
(1) For some v∈+(◦; •), w= × v and mo(v)=×.
(2) For some v∈+(◦; •), w= × (v) and mo(v)=+.
(3) For some v∈+(◦; •), w= v× and mo(v)=×.
(4) For some v∈+(◦; •), w=(v)× and mo(v)=+.
(5) For some p¿1 and u∈E()+, w= u× (p, (pu∈+(◦; •) and mo((pu)=×.
(6) For some p¿1 and u∈E()+, w= u)× (p, (p−1u∈+(◦; •) and mo((p−1u)=+.
(7) For some p¿1 and u∈E()+, w=)p × u, u)p ∈+(◦; •) and mo(u)p)=×.
(8) For some p¿1 and u∈E()+, w=)p × (u; u)p−1 ∈+(◦; •) and mo(u)p−1)=+.
Proof. Because H∗ ∈ STS(E), there exist x; y∈E()∗ such that xwy∈+(◦; •). Be-
cause w∈ |||H∗|||, for any i¿1, xwiy∈+(◦; •). From Proposition 3.3, di(w; (; ))= 0.
We consider the following four cases.
(i) w∈{×}E()+. Because di(w; (; ))= 0, if w= × u for u∈E()+, then either
mo(u)=× and u∈+(◦; •), or for some v∈+(◦; •), u=(v) and mo(v)=+.
Thus (1) or (2) holds.
(ii) w∈E()+. Let w= av for a∈ and v∈E()+. If x= x′× for some x′ ∈E()+,
then xwwy=xavavy and for some v′∈E()+, v=v′× for ×∈{◦; •}. Thus
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w=av′×. By observing xwwy again, one can see that av′ ∈+(◦; •) and
mo(av′)=×. Thus (3) holds. Otherwise x= x′ × (p for some x′ ∈E()+ and
p¿1. Then as above, one can see that either (a) for some u∈E()+, w= u ×
(p, (pu∈+(◦; •) and mo((pu)=×, or (b) for some u∈E()+, w= u) × (p,
(p−1u∈+(◦; •) and mo((p−1u)=+. Thus (5) or (6) holds.
(iii) w∈{(}E()+. Let w=(u for u∈E()+. Then di(u; (; ))= −1. If u= t) for some
t ∈E()+, then xwwy= x(t)(t)y, a contradiction. If u= t′ (for some t′ ∈E()+,
then the 2rst (in w has the corresponding mate) in t′, a contradiction. Then as
in (i), for some v∈+(◦; •) and ×∈{◦; •}, (u=(v)× and mo(v)=+. Thus (4)
holds.
(iv) w∈{)}E()+. Let w=)pv for v ∈ {)}E()+ and p¿1. Then di(v; (; ))=p and
v∈{◦; •}E()+. Let v=×u. Then as in (i), either u)p∈+(◦; •) and mo(u)p)=×,
or u=(u′, u′)p−1∈+(◦; •) and mo(u′)p−1)=+. Thus (7) or (8) holds.
Denition 3.18. Let H∗ ∈ STS(E). For any w∈ |||H∗||| − {}, let × be an operator
appearing in Lemma 3.3 for w. We denote × by imo(w) (imaginary main operator).
Notation 1. For succinctness of description in the sequel, for any w∈∗(◦; •), let
s′(w) denote w or (w) by depending on the context about the place where w appears.
For example, let = {a; b} and w= a ◦ b. Then in such cases where the operator in the
context is the same as mo(w), then s′(w) is w, and in other cases where the operator
in the context is not mo(w), then s′(w) denotes (w). For instance, in a ◦ s′(w) ◦ b,
s′(w)=w while in a • s′(w) • b, s′(w)= (w).
Denition 3.19. Let H∗ ∈ STS(E). For any w∈ |||H∗||| − {}, de2ne the form of w,
fm(w), as follows, where {×;+}= {◦; •}.
(1) If for some v∈+(◦; •), (i) w= × v and mo(v)=× or (ii) w= × (v) and
mo(v)=+, then fm(w)= × pre (× prefix).
(2) If for some v∈+(◦; •), (i) w=v× and mo(v)=× or (ii) w=(v)× and mo(v)=+,
then fm(w)= suf × (su8x ×).
(3) If for some u∈E()+ and p¿1, (i) w= u×(p and mo((pu))=× or (ii) w= u)×(p
and mo((p−1u)=+, then fm(w)= (p.
(4) If for some u∈E()+ and p¿1, (i) w=)p×u and mo(u)p)=× or (ii) w=)p×(u
and mo(u)p−1)=+, then fm(w)=)p.
Lemma 3.4. Let H∗ ∈ STS(E). For any w; w′ ∈ |||H∗||| − {}, imo(w)= imo(w′) and
fm(w)=fm(w′).
Proof. Let w; w′ ∈ |||H∗|||. There exist x; y∈E()∗ such that x{w; w′}+y⊆+(◦; •).
Assume that the lemma does not hold. First we shall consider the following twelve
cases ((1)–(4.3)) where (i) imo(w)=× and imo(w′)=+ for {×;+}= {◦; •},
(ii) v; v′ ∈+(◦; •); u; u′ ∈E()+ and (iii) p¿q¿1.
(1) w= ×v and w′= +v′. Then xww′y= x×v+v′y. Because mo(v)=×, this implies
that xww′y ∈+(◦; •), a contradiction.
Each case of the following (2.1)–(2.7) results in a contradiction as (1).
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(2) (2.1) w= × v and w′= + (v′) ; (2.2) w= × (v) and w′= + v′ ; (2.3) w= × (v)
and w′= +(v′) ; (2.4) w= v× and w′= v′+ ; (2.5) w= v× and w′=(v′)+ ; (2.6)
w=(v)× and w′= v′+ ; (2.7) w=(v)× and w′=(v′)+.
(3) w=)p×u and w′=)q+u′. Then xww′y= x)p×u)q+u′y. Because u)p ∈+(◦; •), by
Lemma 3.3, it holds that p= q. Then as (1), this case produces a
contradiction.
Each case of the following (4.1)–(4.3) results in a contradiction as (3).
(4) (4.1) w=)p × u and w′=)q + (u′ ; (4.2) w=)p × (u and w′=)q + u′ ; (4.3).
w=)p × (u and w′=)q + (u′.
To complete the proof, we shall consider the following 2ve ((5)–(9)) cases
where ×∈{◦; •} and v; v′; u; u′; p and q are as above.
(5) fm(w)= suf× and fm(w′)= × pre. Consider the following cases.
(i) w= v× and w′= × v′. Then xww′y= xv × ×v′y, and xww′y =∈+(◦; •), a
contradiction.
The following (ii)–(iv) can be handled similarly.
(ii) w= v× and w′= × (v′); (iii) w=(v)× and w′= × v′; (iv) w=(v)× and
w′= × (v′).
(6) fm(w)= suf× and fm(w′)=)p. Consider the following cases.
(i) w= v× and w′=)p × u. Then xww′y= xv×)p × uy, and xww′y =∈+(◦; •), a
contradiction.
The following (ii)–(iv) can be handled similarly.
(ii) w= v× and w′=)p× (u ; (iii) w=(v)× and w′=)p× u ; (iv) w=(v)× and
w′=)p × (u.
(7) fm(w)= × pre and fm(w′)=)p. Consider the following cases.
(i) w= × v and w′=)p × u. Then v; u)p ∈+(◦; •). Let u1 be the shortest
word such that u)p= s(u0 × u1) for u0; u1 ∈+(◦; •). Then u1 = (u10)p for
u10)p−1 ∈+(◦; •) and mo(u)p−1)=+. Let s′(u0) denote s(u0) or (s(u0)) ac-
cording to mo(u0)=× or + as in Notation 1. Then xw′wy= x)p × s′(u0) ×
(u10 × vy. For xw′wy∈+(◦; •), one needs (u10 ∈+(◦; •). The above u10
does not satisfy this condition.
(ii) w= ×v and w′=)p×(u. Then v; u)p−1 ∈+(◦; •). Consider the shortest word
u1 such that u)p−1 = S(u0 + u1) for u0; u1 ∈+(◦; •). Then s′(u1)= u10)p−1
for some, u10 ∈E()∗. Then xw′wy= x)p × (u × vy. For xw′wy∈+(◦; •),
one needs (u∈+(◦; •). But (u does not satisfy this condition.
The following (iii) and (iv) can be treated similarly.
(iii) w= × (v) and w′=)p × u ; (iv) w= × (v) and w′=)p × (u.
(8) fm(w)=)p and fm(w′)=)q. Consider the following cases.
(i) w=)p × u and w′=)q × u′. As (i) of (7), consider the word xww′y= x)p ×
s′(u0)× (u10)q×u′y. For xww′y∈+(◦; •), one needs u10)q−1 ∈+(◦; •). But
due to (3) above, u10)p−1 ∈+(◦; •). Because p¿q, this is a contradiction.
The following (ii)–(iv) can be handled similarly.
(ii) w=)p× u and w′=)q× (u′ ; (iii) w=)p× (u and w′=)q× u′ ; (iv) w=)p×
(u and w′=)q × (u′.
(9) The other cases can be handled similarly, and will be left to the reader.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.
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Denition 3.20. For any H∗ ∈ STS(E), the form of H∗, fm(H∗), is de2ned as the
same as the form of w, fm(w), for w∈ |||H∗|||.
For any w∈∗(◦; •), if (appears in w, then its unique mate) exists in w. We shall
assign positive integers to all (and) appearing in w from the left. The set of corre-
sponding pairs (; ) appearing in w will be denoted by cp[w; (; )]: see the following
example.
Example 3.3. Let = {a; b} and w= a ◦ ((a ◦ b) • (b ◦ b)) ◦ (a • b). Then
cp[w; (; )]= {[(; 3; ); 15]; [(; 4; ); 8]; [(; 10); ); 14]; [(; 17; ); 21]}, where for instance,
[(; 3; ); 15] denotes the fact that in w, at the third place from the left, (appears and
its mate) appears at the 15th place from the left.
The following two propositions follow easily by de2nition.
Proposition 3.4. For any w∈+(◦; •), x; y; z ∈E()∗ and [(; n1; ); n2]∈ cp[w; (; )], if
w= x(y)z, |x(|= n1 and |x(y)|= n2, then y∈+(◦; •)− .
Proposition 3.5. Let w∈+(◦; •), x; y; z ∈E()∗ and [(; n1; ); n2]∈ cp[w; (; )]. Assume
that w= x(y)z, |x(|= n1 and |x(y)|= n2. Then for {×;+}= {◦; •} and some y0; y1 ∈
+(◦; •) and x′0; z′0 ∈E()∗, one of the following (1)–(3) holds.
(1) mo(y)=+, x= x′0y
′
0× and z= × y′1z′0 where y′0 =y0 or y′0 = (y0), y′1 =y1 or
y′1 = (y1).
(2) mo(y)=+, x= x′0(y
′
0× and z=)z′0 where y′0 =y0 or y′0 = (y0).
(3) mo(y)=+, x= x′0 (and z= × y′1)z′0 where y′1 =y1 or y′1 = (y1).
Denition 3.21. The set of subexpressions of E, SUBE(E), is de2ned inductively as
follows.
(1) If E=;  or a∈E(), then SUBE(E)= {E}.
(2) If E= a1a2 · · · an for n¿2 and ai ∈E(), then SUBE(E)= {aiai+1 · · · aj | 16i6
j6n}.
(3) If E=w1 ∪w2 ∪ · · · ∪wn for wi ∈E()∗, then SUBE(E)= {E}∪ {(wi1 ∪ · · ·
∪wik ) | {i1; : : : ; ik}⊆{1; : : : ; n}}
⋃n
i=1 SUBE(wi).
(4) If E=w1H∗1 w2H
∗
2 · · ·wnH∗n wn+1 for n¿1; wi ∈E()∗ and star expressions H∗j , then
SUBE(E)=
⋃
16i6n+1 SUBE(wi)
⋃
16j6n SUBE(H
∗
j )∪{wi0H∗i wi+1H∗i+1wi+2 · · ·
wjH∗j wj+10 | 16i6j6n; wi0 is a suEx of wi and wj+10 is a pre2x of wj+1}.
(5) If E=E1 ∪ · · · ∪En for n¿2 and Ei being regular expressions in proper string
form, then
SUBE(E)= {E}⋃{i1 ;:::;ik}⊆{1;:::;n}{(Ei1 ∪ · · · ∪Eik )}⋃ni=1 SUBE(Ei)
Denition 3.22. Any subexpression E0 ∈ SUBE(E) is said to be in B-form (in binoid
form) if |||E0||| ⊆∗(◦; •).
By de2nition and Lemma 3.3, the following proposition is clear.
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Proposition 3.6. For any H∗ ∈ STS(E), H∗ is not in B-form.
We need the following main lemma.
Lemma 3.5. For any E0 ∈ SUBE(E) with |||E0||| ⊆∗(◦; •), one can construct a reg-
ular B-expression bf(E0) such that |||E0|||= ‖bf(E0)‖.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of E0.
(1) |||E0||| is 2nite. The assertion holds due to Lemma 3.1.
(2) |||E0||| is in2nite. We shall consider the following 2ve cases.
(2.1) In the case of the smallest length, E0 is of the form, E0 = uH∗v for u; v∈∗
and sh(H∗)= 1, We shall consider three subcases where {×;+}= {◦; •} and
u; v∈E()+. (The other cases can be seen similarly).
(2.1.1) fm(H∗)= × pre. Then H∗ is of the form: H∗= [[×w1]∪ [×w2]∪ · · ·
∪[×wn]]∗, where n¿1; |||wi|||⊆+(◦; •) for 16i6n. Then |||u|||⊆∗(◦; •)
and v= × v0 for some v0 ∈E()+ with |||v0||| ⊆∗(◦; •). Then the follow-
ing bf(E0) satis2es the condition.
bf(E0) = (bf(u))× ((s′(w1)) ∪ (s′(w2)) ∪ · · · ∪ (s′(wn)))∗(×)
×(bf(v0))
(2.1.2) fm(H∗)= suf×. Then H∗ is of the following form:
H∗ = [[w1×] ∪ [w2×] ∪ · · · [wn×]]∗
where n¿1 and |||wi||| ⊆+(◦; •) for 16i6n. Then u= u0× for some
u0∈E()+ with |||u0|||⊆∗(◦;•), and |||v|||⊆∗(◦;•). The following bf (E0)
satis2es the condition.
bf(E0) = (bf(u0))× ((s′(w1)) ∪ (s′(w2)) ∪ · · · (s′(wn)))∗(×)
×(bf(v))
(2.1.3) fm(H∗)=)p for p¿1. Then H∗ is of the following form:
H∗ = [[)p × u1] ∪ [)p × u2] ∪ · · · ∪ [)p × un]]∗
where n¿1 and |||ui)p||| ⊆+(◦; •) and v=)p × v0 for some v0 ∈E()+
with |||v0||| ⊆∗(◦; •). The following bf(E0) satis2es the condition.
bf(E0) = (bf(u)p))× ((s′(u1)p)) ∪ (s′(u2)p)) ∪ · · · ∪ (s′(un)p)))∗(×)
×(bf(v0))
(2.2) E0 is of the form, E0 =w1H∗1 w2H
∗
2 · · ·wnH∗n wn+1 with wi ∈E()∗ (16i6n+
1) and sh(H∗j )= 1 (16j6n). We shall consider the following two special
cases. (The other general cases can be handled similarly).
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(2.2.1) n=2 and there do not exist (a) w10 ∈E()+; w31 ∈E()+, or w10 ∈E()∗;
w31 ∈E()+ and (b) w11; w20; w21; w30 ∈E()∗ such that one of the follow-
ing (i)–(iii) holds.
(i) E0=w10×(w11H∗1 w20)×w21H∗2 w3 (where w1=w10×(w11 and w2=w20)×
w21), and all |||w10|||; |||w11H∗1 w20||| and |||w21H∗2 w3||| are subsets of
∗(◦; •).
(ii) E0=w10×(w11H∗1 w2H∗2 w30)×w31 (where w1=w10×(w11 and w3=w30)×
w31) and all |||w10|||; |||w11H∗1 w2H∗2 w30||| and |||w31||| are subsets
of ∗(◦; •).
(iii) E0 =w1H∗1 w20 × (w21H∗2 w30)× w31 (where w2 =w20 × (w21 and w3 =
w30) × w31), and all |||w1H∗1 w20|||; |||w21H∗2 w30||| and |||w31||| are subsets
of ∗(◦; •).
Moreover in addition to (i)–(iii) above, we restrict the condition so that
it holds that fm(H∗1 )= × pre and fm(H∗2 )=)p for p¿1. (The other
cases can be seen similarly). Then w2=×y for some y∈E()+ with
|||y)p|||⊆+(◦; •) and w3 =)p×z for some z ∈E()+ with |||z||| ⊆∗(◦; •).
Then the following bf(E0) satis2es the condition.
bf(E0) = (bf(w1H∗1 ))× (bf(yH∗2 )p)× (bf(z))
(2.2.2) n=2 and there exist w10; w11; w30; w31 ∈E()+ such that w1 =w10×(w11; w3
=w30) × w31 and all |||w10|||; |||w11H∗1 w2H∗2 w30||| and |||w31||| are subsets
of ∗(◦; •). Moreover we shall restrict the case so that in the subexpression
w11H∗1 w2H
∗
2 w30, the conditions in (2.2.1) hold. Then the inductive hypoth-
esis can be applied to w11H∗1 w2H
∗
2 w30, and the following bf(E0) satis2es
the condition.
bf(E0) = ((bf(w10))× (bf(w11H∗1 w2H∗2 w30))× (bf(w31))
where one of w10 and w31 may be , and in such case, one can delete the
term (bf(w10))× or ×(bf(w31)), correspondingly.
(2.3) E0 is of the form E0 =w1H∗w2 with w1; w2 ∈E()∗ and sh(H∗)¿2. We
shall consider the case where fm(H∗)=)p and )p × u∈ |||H∗||| for some
p¿1 and u∈E()+. Then for any x∈ |||H∗|||, x is of the form x=)p × x0
for some x0 ∈E()+ with |||x0)p||| ⊆+(◦; •). Thus H∗ is of the form
H∗ = [[(p×F1] ∪ [)p × F2] ∪ · · · [)p × ∪Fn]]∗
where n¿1, Fi is in proper string form and |||Fi)p||| ⊆∗(◦; •) (16i6n).
Then as in (2.1.3) above, |||w1)p||| ⊆+(◦; •) and w2 =)p × w20 for some
w20 ∈E()+ with |||w20||| ⊆∗(◦; •). Then the following bf(E0) satis2es the
condition.
bf(E0) = (bf(w1)p))× ((bf(F1)p)) ∪ (bf(F2)p)) ∪ · · ·
× ∪ (bf(Fn)p)))∗(×)(bf(w20))
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(2.4) E0 is of the form: E0 =w1H∗1 w2H
∗
2 · · ·wnH∗n wn+1 with n¿2, wi ∈E()∗ and
sh(E0)¿2. This case can be handled by similar ideas as the ones used in
(2.2) and (2.3) above.
(2.5) E0 is of the form E0 =E01 ∪ · · · ∪E0n with n¿2, E0i is in proper string
form, and sh(E0)¿2. Then |||E0i||| ⊆∗(◦; •), and the inductive hypothesis
can be applied to each E0i (16i6n). Then bf(E0) can be constructed in
the following form.
bf(E0) = ((bf(E01)) ∪ · · · ∪ (bf(E0n)))
This completes the proof of the main lemma (Lemma 3.5).
Now the main theorem (Theorem 3.2) follows from the above main lemma
(Lemma 3.5) directly.
The following theorem is proved in [8].
Theorem 3.3 (Hashiguchi et al. [8]). For any binoid regular expression E, there
exists a right linear grammar G which generates ‖E‖.
The following corollary holds.
Corollary 3.1. For any L⊆∗(◦; •), the following (1)–(5) are equivalent.
(1) There exists a binoid regular expression E such that ‖E‖=L.
(2) There exists a regular expression E such that |||E|||=L.
(3) There exists a right linear grammar G generating L.
(4) There exists a left linear grammar G generating L.
(5) There exists a <nite automaton A accepting L in the free monoid mode.
4. Conclusion
In [8], we introduced the class of regular B-expressions over a 2nite alphabet 
denoting regular B-languages which are closed under 2ve operations, ∪ (union),
◦ (◦-concatenation), • (•-concatenation), ∗(◦) (◦-closure) and ∗(•) (•-closure), The
main result of [8] states that for any regular B-expression E, there exists a regular
(monoid) expression E′ (over the extended alphabet E()=∪{◦; •; (; )}) which de-
notes the B-language denoted by E. In this paper, we show that the converse also holds:
for any regular expression over E() denoting a B-language, there exists a regular
B-expression E′ denoting the language denoted by E. Thus the expressive power of
regular B-expressions is equivalent to that of regular (monoid) expressions denoting
binoid languages over free binoids.
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